NEW
LEARNING STATIONS

STUDENT

Proven to be

truly
inclusive

Safe supported
lying for better
learning outcomes
Acheevas have proven to
be truly inclusive, allowing
students who cannot sit in
their wheelchairs all day to
join in all classroom activities
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Acheevas use Symmetrisleep positioning
elements to provide support in supine, prone
or side lying.
Students who would otherwise struggle to
maintain a functional position can relax and focus
on learning and play.
Battery adjusted height, back and bed angles
enhance communication and interaction.

Being off the floor is safer for students and better for staff members’
backs and knees.
When a bathroom break is needed, just wheel the Acheeva in
there and cut out the hoist transfers: less time fitting slings is more
time in class. Adjustable height makes it easy for those who can
do a standing transfer.
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Side table

Optional Extras
Support packs help you get the most
out of your Acheeva. Choose between the
Student and Graduate packs. Bumper
packs offer alternative support.

Support packs

Prone table

Adjustable side and prone tables can
be added for extra functionality. Ideal for
keyboards, tablets and books.
Now with nonslip surface.
Reversable Airmantle with breathable
top layer and waterproof PU
base, combine comfort and
mattress protection.

Bumper pack

Airmantle

Standard Specifications

Student LS

Graduate LS

Overall length/width
Mattress length/width
Power height range
Power tilt in space:
Power back rest raise/lower:
Unloaded weight:
Safe working load:

165cm/70cm
155cm/60cm
76cm/116cm
+/- 20°
+50°/-10°
73 Kg
100kg

218cm/70cm
208cm/60cm
76cm/116cm
+/- 20°
+50°/-10°
75 Kg
120kg

Easy steer 5th wheel (Graduate only)
24 volt 3 function battery power
Battery protection
Bar braked castors
4 adjustable safety belts
Padded split side rails
12 month guarantee
BS7177 (Ignition source 5)

ORDERLINES

Call: 01531 635388
Fax: 01531 638059
e-mail: sleep@symmetrikit.com
www.symmetrikit.com

